
 

Streamers Life is one of the most popular Twitch chat client choices for streamers looking for something different to test the
waters with. It is focused on providing a complete set of features to allow users to create an engaging and interactive Twitch
experience. One of the biggest changes that Streamer's Life brings to the table and separates it from other blog posts, including
our own, is that we're not talking about "the best" or "most used" chat clients on Twitch, we're focusing on this particular client
— Streamer's Life — which we believe has all you need (and more). Streamer's Life is a free Twitch chat client that is
completely open-source and has been growing in popularity. This article concentrates on the basic features which make
Streamer's Life a viable choice for streamers looking to improve their user experience. The team provides a clean, streamlined
interface along with a lot of options for connecting to Twitch communities and friends. It's important to keep in mind that
Streamer's Life isn't just about streaming your gameplay — it's about interacting with your audience and taking the experience
further than just streaming gameplay. It has all the features you need to create an engaging community that can talk with you
and other community members during breaks, while you're offline, etc. If you're a "superstar" that can afford to pay a little
money for a Twitch app, you might want to check out Streamer's Life as well. Streamer's Life by Flexetic Studios is licensed
under the GNU General Public License Version 3 or later. Please see LICENSE file for more information. Streamers Life v1.1
- released 3/30/2016 From v1.0:

From v1.1:

From v2.0:

From version 2. 1:

From version 3.1:

From version 4.0:

From version 5.0:

From version 6.0:

From version 7.0:

Additional features include multi-language support, custom CSS stylesheet, GIF search, stream events (following, host offline
etc.), new IRC client, auto-salute users when you start streaming etc., and more.. Read the full change log to find out all of
what's new in Streamer's Life v7.0! You can also follow the blog for notices about updates and new releases on the official
website . Streamer's Life is a free and open-source Twitch chat client built using JavaScript and Framework7. It's completely
free and allows you to customize the look and feel of the application via custom CSS stylesheets. Check out the tutorial on how
to customize Streamer's Life for instructions. If you're looking for a more traditional Twitch streaming experience, Streamer's
Life could be a great solution for you because it has all the features that many streamers might want, including:

Streamer's Life is actively developed by Flexetic Studios — a small team that develops apps that help people engage with their
audience in new and exciting ways.
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